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Lesson 1: Introduction

Close Study Product: Print Magazine
Reveal
Reveal is a lifestyle/celebrity magazine which offers some clear contrasts with Tatler. It is
aimed at a very specific audience and is probably not a product normally engaged with by
the majority of students. The product raises issues of perceived quality and offers plenty
of opportunities for analysis and interpretation.
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Lesson 1: Introduction
Bell work
Collect your ‘Reveal’ Personal Learning Checklist and stick in your book – you must
revisit this at the end of each lesson and again at the end of the unit.
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Lesson 1: Magazine Context

What is Reveal?
Reveal is [or was as it has recently
ceased publication] a celebrity and
lifestyle weekly magazine that
focuses particularly on celebrity
gossip, fashion and real life stories.
Reveal’s target audience is predominantly young
women interested in celebrities and showbiz,
high-street fashion and real life stories. It is
released each Tuesday and has a low retail price
of 99p. Celebrity magazines offer an escape
from our everyday lives and inform readers
about the latest news from the celebrity world
[surveillance]. There are a number of such
magazines on the market [Closer, Heat, Reveal,
OK!, Now].

In your books and in your own words:
• What type of magazine is Reveal?
• Using Uses and gratification theory, why do people read Reveal?
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Lesson 1: Magazine Context

Who reads Reveal?

In your books and in your own words:
• Describe the traditional audience for Reveal.
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Lesson 4: Magazine Analysis
How to annotate a magazine cover
Watch this video and complete the same activity for Reveal:

Click image to view
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Lesson 1: Media terms

1. Masthead: This is the title
block of the magazine and is the
name of the company that is the
magazine itself, it is normally
located at the top centre of the
page and is the biggest text on
the page and the most eye
catching. The text can sometimes
be covered by the main image but
will still be the most eye catching
text on the page.

3. Skyline/Strip: This is normally
across the bottom or top and it
contains a list of what is featured
within the magazine such as
stories, or specific content.
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4. Main Cover Line: This is the title
which is about the main story or
about the main image which
anchors this image.
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2. Main Image: This is an image
that represents the main story
and normally is of a famous figure
or of an upcoming release.
8. Puff and 9. Pug: Puff is an
added extra to the magazine such
as giving something away for free.
The Pug is a promotional offer
that looks like a sticker.

5. Sell Lines: These are lines of text
on the front cover which allows the
audience to see what sort of
content is within the magazine.
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6. Buzzwords: Usually within the
main feature article these are
words that are used to excite the
audience such as ‘Exclusive’.
7. Information/Barcode: This is
positioned along the right at the
bottom of the page, and this can
include the date the magazine
was released on, the price and
issue number and website.

Now complete the same
activity for Reveal:

Lesson 1: Media terms
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Lesson 2: Analysing a Magazine

How to analyse the codes in a magazine front cover
Whilst this is an old video for the old GCSE Media Studies course, the video is still an excellent starting
point to how interpret the media language and media representation in a magazine cover:

Click image to view
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Lesson 2 and 3: Value and Beliefs

What are the values and beliefs of Reveal?
1. Reveal offers lots of news about celebrities [look
at the range of celebrity images on the cover]
2. Reveal is packed with news and gossip [look how
congested the front cover is. The connotation is
that the magazine is full with news].
3. Reveal offers good value [look at the amount of
space given to the low retail price].
4. Reveal will brighten your day [look at the range of
colours on the page].
5. Reveal will let celebrities be your friend [look at
the language in the Lauren sell lines]. They are
like us and this cover demystifies celebrities.
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Lesson 2 and 3: Value and Beliefs

What are the values and beliefs of Reveal?
Look at the language used on the cover.
• The readership is sexual and interested in the sex
lives of celebrities. “We haven’t had sex…yet”.
• Marriage and relationships are important. “At
home with…” “We’re in love…” “Secret
meetings…”.
• Diets and physical appearance are vital “Stuff the
diet” “Best skin ever”.
• You can be a mother and glamourous “A very
posh mum” “Blooming baby bumps”

In your books and in your own words:
• Describe and explain how the values and beliefs of Reveal are reinforced in the cover design.
• Define sell lines.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

What meanings can we decode from Reveal?
Design and Layout
Busy design suggests that the magazine is bursting
full with information.
Lots of sell lines invites the reader to find out more.
Use of colour
Lots of bright colours suggests reading the magazine
will be an invigorating, exciting experience. This use
of colour is typical of celebrity magazines.
Text colour is generally only white or yellow. This
consistency gives the seemingly haphazard design
some consistency.
Colours are stereotypically feminine which reflects
the dominant target audience.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

What meanings can we decode from Reveal?
Use of language
Look at the language used that stresses the ‘insider’
nature of the magazine and build a sense of mystery
and enigma in the reader:
Secret │ Exclusive │ True Story │ Details Inside
How does the language used link to Propp and
Todorov’s narrative and character theory.
“Katie Plots” – is she the villain?
“Stuff the diet!” – are they heroes for us all?
The magazine helps us solve these mysteries. Is
Reveal the Donor / Dispatcher?
Look at the cluttered nature of the magazine cover. Is
this Todorov’s disruption phase and reading the
magazine will create a new equilibrium?
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Lesson 2 andesson
3 : Analysing
1: Magazine
Media
Context
Language

What meanings can we decode from Reveal?
Typography
Font type is very clear; typography is clean, clear and
easy to read to aid immediate identification whilst it
is on the magazine shelf.
Font size is variable to add emphasis and enigma to
the narrative. [look at size of ‘secret meetings’ for
enigma and 99p for emphasis].
Use of image
Some images here will be airbrushed and some not
to stress the ‘reality’ and voyeurism of the magazine.
[look at the image of Scarlett Moffat. Why has she
been presented more ‘naturally’?].
Images are paparazzi in style. This also stresses the
voyeuristic nature of the magazine.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

What meanings can we decode from Reveal?
Use of image [continued]

Katie Price and Peter Andre
Why has Katie got sunglasses on?
[Celebrity stereotype and suggests
something hidden, subterfuge or
is she scheming against Peter and
hiding her thoughts?]. Peter
Andre is called Pete. Why the
informality? Is it represented as
being a friend of the reader? Why
the oppositional positioning?

Scarlett Moffat
Stuff the diet! Scarlett
is shown with a bunch
of pizza boxes,
without make up and
dressed-down. Why?
Is she like us? Is this
represented so we
relate to her? Has she
let herself go
[intrigue]?

Lauren Goodger
One of the few
images that is not
Paparazzi-style, but a
photoshoot. This has
been taken by Reveal
suggesting that they
have the inside story
that no-one else has.

Cheryl Cole and Beyonce
These glamourous images have
connotations with an aspirational element
to celebrity life. These are not
stereotypical representations of
pregnancy and motherhood [subversion]
and represents ‘celebrity’ as other-world
and not ‘like us’.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

Narrative devices used
Todorov
We could analyse the Reveal front cover using and explain how Todorov’s narrative stages:
Equilibrium – before viewing the magazine.
Disruption to the equilibrium – the cover disrupts our equilibrium with the open questions
and a congested/confused layout.
New equilibrium – reading the magazine answer these questions and give us a new
equilibrium.
Propp
Hero - Who are the heroes? Some of the celebrities living the aspirational life could be the
heroes (e.g. Mark and Michelle, Cheryl)
Villain – is Katie Price portrayed as a villain?
Princess – are the celebrities with ‘perfect’ constructed lives Princesses (e.g. Lauren)
Donor – is Reveal the donor. We pay money to have the answers donated to us.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

Narrative devices used
Barthes Enigma Codes
Linguist Roland Barthes described 5 Codes which are woven into any
narrative:
1. The Hermeneutic Code refers to any element of the story that is
not fully explained and hence becomes a mystery to the
reader. ”One single trick for your best skin ever”.
2. The Proairetic Code also builds tension, referring to any other action or event that
indicates something else is going to happen, and which hence gets the reader guessing
as to what will happen next. “Katie plots secret meetings”
3. The Semantic Code refers to connotation within the story that gives additional meaning
over the basic denotative meaning of the word. “Cheryl becomes a very posh mum”
which is particularly enigmatic for this famously working-class Tyneside star.
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Lesson 2 and 3 : Analysing Media Language

Analyse the semiotic codes and meaning on the
front cover using the following headings:
• Design and layout
• Use of colour
• Typography
• Use of image
• Use of language
• How are narrative devices used to tempt
prospective buyers to delve further into the
magazine [think Propp / Todorov / Barthes
Enigma?]
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Lesson 4: Analysing Media Representation
How have the producers of Reveal chosen to represent
the people, issues and ideas
Remember, every media representation is designed for
a reason [and conversely other media representations
are excluded for a reason]
Gerbner argues that exposure to repeated patterns of
representation over long periods of time can shape and
influence the way in which people perceive the world
around them.
Look at the image and think about the representation
of:
Sex │ Women │ Relationships │ Motherhood │ Success
In your books and in your own words:
• How far do you agree with Gerbner’s theory that exposure to repeated patterns of representation
over long periods of time can shape and influence the way in which people perceive the world
around them?
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Lesson 4: Analysing Media Representation
How have the producers of Reveal chosen to represent the people, issues and ideas
Representations of women in the media have
developed and changed with time to reflect
the cultural and sociological changes in society.
However, female stereotypes continue to appear in
some media texts.
Representations of women are often defined by how
men see women (termed the 'male gaze'), or by how
society expects women to look and behave.
Many representations of women concentrate on
sexuality and emotions. Others focus on their
relationships with their children or romantic partners.
Taken from:
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zq6qsg8/revision/1

In your books and in your own words:
• How closely does the cover of Reveal follow the stereotypical design of female magazines outlined
above?
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Lesson 4: Analysing Media Representation
What stereotypes in Reveal?
A stereotype is a standardised ,often simplified, mental picture or attitude that is held in
common by members of a group and used widely in media for quick identification and
anchorage. What stereotypes are used in Reveal?
Celebrities are obsessed with body image/diet.

Celebrities are ‘different’ to us.

Reveal readers are interested in gossip.

Readers and Celebs are predominantly female

What stereotypes are subverted in Reveal?
A subverted stereotype is a traditional stereotype that is overturned. In Reveal, we see:
Celebrities can look ‘like us’ eg Scarlett

Subvert images of pregnancy eg Beyonce

What social groups are under-represented in Reveal?
Where are the following groups who exist in celebrity world:
Male
News Article [Ethnicity]:
Why are Glossies so
white?

BAME
YouTube [Gender]:
Miss Representation
trailer

Elderly

Gay

Look at these links to the left to see how
underrepresentation is an issue in the Media.
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Lesson 4: Analysing Media Representation
How have the producers of Reveal chosen to represent the people, issues and ideas
People: Complete this table
Who has been included and why?

Who has been excluded and why?

Most of the representation of
celebrity in Reveal are mostly white.
This may be that the UK celebrity
landscape is dominated by white
people. Also, the magazine readership
will be

Very little BAME representation. There is
only one image of Beyonce. Why is this?

Class
Age
Gender
Ethnicity

Sexuality

In your books and in your own words:
• Complete this table.
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Lesson 4: Analysing Media Representation
Media Audience: Are there any opportunities for the audience to negotiate or reject the
preferred reading?
Stuart Hall (1973) suggested that there were three main perspectives involved in the way in
which an audience responds to a media product. This involves how the audience is
positioned by the product and influences their response to it.

Preferred reading

Some of the predominantly female
audience will absolutely engage
with the representation of the
celebrities and consume it
willingly.

Negotiated reading

Some of the predominantly female
audience will consume the media text
[product], but some sectors of the
female audience may not [eg BAME,
elderly, gay, etc]

Oppositional or resistant
readings

Some of the predominantly female
audience will reject the media text
and reject it entirely [eg people who
are not interested in celebrity
culture].

In your books and in your own words:
• State how different people may respond to the representations in Reveal. Have an example for
preferred, negotiated and oppositional and state why.
• “The way the audience interprets the representations in Reveal may depend on the identity of the
reader”. How far do you agree with this statement and give examples.
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This concludes the Reveal Close Study Product.
You will be required to use some comparison skills when you
have completed the Tatler

